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Abstract 

In this paper we describe two types of complex 
server aggregations which can be used to model 
collections of components in certain types of 
parallel computer systems and give a case study 
showing how the aggregations may be applied in 
practice. Analytical models of such systems are 
becoming increasingly important as a means of 
guiding the often complex design processes, 
particularly since recent developments in VLSI 
technology now make it possible to fabricate many 
paper-designs hitherto impractical for reasons of 
cost. We argue that aggregations of the type 
described are essential in the modelling of 
parallel systems; using the proposed techniques, 
large numbers of components can be modelled as 
queue-length-dependent servers within a queueing 
network in which the number of servers is the 
ssme as the number of distinct types of processing 
element in the system being modelled. Because 
the number of severs in the model is fixed i.e. is 
independent of the number of processors, very 
large multiprocessor systems can be modelled 
efficiently with no explosion in the size of the 
state space. 

1. Introduct.ion 

The recent advances in VLSI technology have 
enabled the development of an entirely new 
generation of computer architectures hitherto 
impractical for reasons of cost/performance. At 
the same time, conventional machines are 
approaching upper bounds for execution speed - 
often dictated by natural constraints such as the 
speed of light. Thus the designs of new 
architectures often rely on executing the 
processes which constitute a computation 
in parallel in order to obtain further increased 
execution speed. Such an architecture is the 
ALICE machine, [DR811, the prototype for which is 
now close to completion and the subject of the 
case study in this paper. A large number of 
components are required to achieve significant 
improvements in performance, resulting in 
architectural designs which are cauplex and for 
which it is therefore hard immediately to estimate 
performance reliably. At the same time, 
experimental tests are usually precluded since 
there rarely exist operational machines with even 
remotely similar architectures. 

As a result, it becomes difficult to determine the 
optimum hardware configurations and the operating 
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system algorithms (typically written in microcode) 
which control them. This is true equally of 
architectures which are to be cast entirely in 
VLSI or those which are to use large nunbers of 
existing components assembled on conventional 
circuit boards. Ideally one would like to first 
construct the latter as a prototype which can then 
be used experimentally to determine the best 
design for the former, which would be rigid in its 
design once built and typically represent a much 
larger investment. However, the prototype itself 
is likely to be costly to build, and will also 
have its design oonstrained to some extent by the 
need to use off-the-shelf components with their 
own specifications. For these reasons, it is 
desirable to develop models of proposed physical 
architectures in order to predict their 
performance a priori and so to guide the detailed 
design and optimal paratermisation (e.g. 
proportion of processor to memory modules) of the 
system. The prototype might then be emitted 
entirely if a reliable modelling methodology has 
been established, or alternatively may be 
constructed partly in order to validate suoh 
models. 

A common observation is that in many of the 
proposed parallel architectures the nunber of 
different types of logical component used is 
typically small, these components being replicated 
manyfold over the system to achieve concurrency. 
(BY "logical component" we mean a set of of 
electronic components which collectively perform 
some logical function within the architecture, for 
example a microprocesor, DMA controller etc.) In 
view of the large nuuber of components involved in 
total, simulation models tend to be hopelessly 
inefficient, and an analytical model is therefore 
preferable. There are also other advantages which 
analytical models have over simulation, namely 
their computation of precise performance 
predictions under a given set of assumptions, as 
opposed to estimates within a certain range of 
confidence, corresponding to specific test runs. 
Nevertheless, even analytical models are likely to 
be slcm to execute if every component is 
represented explicitly. 

In this paper we propose reduced queueing network 
models in which multiple occurrences of the same 
type of component are annregated into a single 
server in the model, thereby reducing the nunber 
publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by 
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otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. 
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of servers to the nwnber of distinct types of 
cauponent, which is typically small. The 
aggregation defines a single server with a queue 
length dependent service rate function which 
yields the same throughput as that of the original 
collection of components in the steady state. In 
Section 2, we derive analytical results for two 
types of aggregation of servers. One is the 
*multiple server' which represents a set of 
identical and equally utilised servers in 
parallel, each with their own queue, and the 
second is the 'VBIS server' which represents a 
similar set of parallel queues in which arrivals 
are 'awaited' by virtual processes and so enter a 
reserved (empty) buffer at one of the servers. 

“’ = hl~,~+l,...lnM) 

k = (k 1 ,**m,km) 

sn = {k I zk =n k >o (l<i<m)l 
(The st&e'spize of-tge short-circuited 
subnetwork) 

= queue length random variable for queue 
nwnber i 

= (N,,...,N~) 

Nl’ = N,+...+N, 

In Section 3, we describe a case study showing how 
the proposed aggregations uere used to model the 
ALICE graph reduction machine [DR81]. Here we 
show how the machine can be modelled using just 
five aggregated servers, and how performance 
measures such as throughputs, mean queue lengths 
and utilisations can be found. 

1’ = (N,*,N,+ ,,..., ~~1 

P(q) = equilibrium qlpd for the original 
network 

P'@') q equilibrium qlpd for the reduced network 

P"(k) = equilibrium qlpd for the short-circuited 
subnetwork 

In Section 4, we propose some enhancements to the 
ALICE model. The conclusions are laid out in 
Section 5. 

2. Aggregationof aSet of Parallel Servers 

2.1 Overall Approach 

By [GN671 (and by CBCMP751 for the multi-class 
case), product form solutions exist for the qlpd's 

P, P', P", for example 

M 

We consider a subset of servers (the subnetwork) 
in a product-form queueing network, cBCMP751, 
specifically in which there is only one class of 
customer, although generalisation to the multi- 
class case is straightforward. We use the 
decomposition technique first used (to the 
authors* knowledge) in [CHW75] - sometimes known 
as 'Norton's Theorem' after the result from 
electrical circuit theory. A subset of servers in 
a product form queueing network is replaced by a 
composite single server with service rate function 
which yields 'equivalent throughput'. More 
precisely, we consider a network of M servers and 
without loss of generality take the servers in the 
subnetwork to be nwnbered 1,2,...,m. Let the 
service rate of server i be ,u.(n) when its queue 
has length n (l<i<M) and ?et the equivalent 
cunposite server I;ave service rate r(n) for queue 
length n. Now consider the closed network 
consisting of servers 1,2,...,m only, with the 
same visitation rates, i.e. formed by 'short- 
circuiting' the rest of the original network in 
the sense described in [CBW75]. We then assign to 
p(n) the value of the throughput of this closed 
network when its population is n, for n q O,l,... 
It is shown in [CWR75] that the joint queue length 
probability distribution (qlpd) of the reduced 
network is equal to the corresponding marginal 
joint qlpd in the original network. 

We will use the following additional notation: 
For IiiLM, 

e. 1 
= visitation rate of server i 

n 

x,(n) = ei / nn Pi(j) 
.1=1 

P(g) clr J7 xi(ni) 
i=l 

The aggregation result states that for the given 
choice of cl, 

Pr(IJ'=A') = i5 PrQ=&) 
n +...+nm=nll 1 

in a locally balanced queueing network. We now 
consider two types of aggregation which yield 
composite servers corresponding to first 
asynchronous and then synchronous operation. 

2.2 Aggregation of Independent Parallel Servers 
(Multiple Server) 

We first consider the subnetwork of m parallel 
servers numbered 1,2,...,m, with fixed rates pl, 
P2’ l a-* v  Pm9 each with its own queue and 
selected with probabilities pl, p , . . . 1 Pm b 
arriving custauers. We assuae t at each server fi 
has a work-conserving queueing discipline such as 
first-come-first-served (FCFS) or processor 
sharing (PS), and (initially) negative exponential 
service time distributions, although this is not 
always necessary, e.g. for PS. We consider the 
case where pi is proportional to ,U (Iii*), i.e. 
the servers are 'equally utilise at. If the m 
parallel servers are embedded in a larger network, 
we wish to replace them with a single server with 
service rate I*(n) when its queue length is n, 
defined as in the previous section. Thus, p(n) is 
the throughput of the closed network of Figure 1 
when its population is n. 

n = (n ,,...,nM) 
This network has a product-form solution for its 
equilibrium qlpd given by, in the notation of the 
previous section, 
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m 

P"(k) cy 2 ipi/Pilki (k d S,) 
i=l 

(The visitation rate of server i is equal to the 
routing probability pi for this network, 1AiLm). 

1 

TFI- - 2 u 
Z 

-a+ 

Lid 
m u lL(nl =ubn/(m+n-1) I 

Figure 1: The Short-Circuited Multiple Server 
Subnetwork 

ml=, for equally utilised servers, all of the 
state spaoe probabilities are equal and so 

P"(g) = l/G, 
where G, 

for all& E Sn 
is the normalising constant for the 

network when its population is n. Hence, G, is 

This result follows 
it is the 

nunber of ways of putting n balls (here, 
cuetaners) into m bags (here, queues), which are 
represented by (m-1) divisions on the bi-infinite 
line. 

Now, equilibrium throughput is equal to 
m 

E Pi f P”(k) 
i=l 

ki>O 

But, for each i, l<i*, again since all states 
have the same probability 

z pn(lT) = n+m-2~-,/~+~~c~ = n/(mn-1) 
ki>O 

(since the nrnnerator is the nuuber of ways of 
arranging n-l customers in m queues - one of them 
is known to be at server i) 

Thus, by Norton's theorem we assign 

r(n) = InCri1/(m+n-1). 

A special case of the multiple server represents a 
hauogeneous bank of parallel, identical 
processors, each with constant service rate Y, 
which are selected by arriving tasks with equal 
probability. Here ~1 

ImnS( 
q Y and pi = l/m for l~i~rn, 

so we have cc(n) = mtn-l)] Y. (A similar result 
was derived by Mecklenburg in Cbi~781.) This is 
probably the most common application and is used 
in our model of ALICE in Section 3. 

It might be noted here that the most appropriate 
queueing discipline for the composite server is PS 
- certainly if the original servers were PS. 
However, even if these disciplines were not PS, 
the total capacity of the composite server & 
shared, especially for large m. 

2.3 Virtual Banked Infinite Server Aggregation 
(VBIS Server) 

We now consider the case of a bank of m identical 
components each multiplexing a nunber, v, of 
dedicated processes (called Virtual Agents) which 
are synchronised with scme other part of the 
network - for example, sending messages and 
awaiting corresponding replies. In this 
situation, there is no queueing at a virtual agent 
which is either idle, awaiting a reply, or else 
ready to execute (or executing) with no 
possibility of an inccming message arriving for 
it. Thus, we have a bank of virtual, infinite- 
server components as shown in Figure 2 in the 
short circuited network. 

We assume that all of the physical components 
which multiplex their virtual agents have fixed 
service rate ,u and that any idle virtual agent is 
equally likely to be selected by an arrival. 
Generalisation to 'equally utilised' components 
and agents is simple, as in Section 2.2. 

In the short circuited subnetwork, for O~a$~mv 
let uan = Pr(a virtual agents are busy I 

total number of custaners = n) 
and consider the configurations in which the n 
custaners can be arranged. By symmetry, each of 
these occurs with equal probability in the steady 

Figure 2: VBIS Server with m Banks of v Virtual 
Agents 

state. We will derive a recurrence relation for 
the expected nmber of active virtual agents given 
the population n, A(n). This corresponds to 
throughput A(n)p, which is therefore the service 
rate function of the composite server. Now, 

U an = uaBl, n-l Prbth custauer assigned to an idle 
pggce ssor ) 

+ usn-lPr("pr,,e;~;;"er assigned to a busy 

(where the probabilities are donditional on a 
total of n-l customers and respectively a-l and a 
busy processors) 

= y;g 
Sv(m-a+1 I/ (mv-n+l 11 + 
av-n+l)/(mv-n+l)1 

Thus, 

(mv-n+l)uan = v(m-a+l)ua,l,n-l+(av-n+7)ua,n-, 

~;in~oo = ull = 1, and uOn = 0 for.n > G.&z; 
the probability generating 
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conditional on n as Hn(z) = 2 a 
a=0 

'an' l 

It is easily seen that for n>l, 

bv-n4l)H,W - Uon = 

mvz z: ua-l,n-lz 
a-l - vz2Z (a-l)ua-l,n-lz a-2 

- (n-1) ZU~,~-,Z~ + vz C aua,n-lza-l 

where the sunmations range over l(a<oo. (Note that 
uan=O for a>n). Thus, 

(mv-n+l)H,(z) = (mv~-n+l)H,~(z) + vz(l-z)H,;,(z) 

where H:(z) = dHk(z)/dz (k>O). 

NW, 
that 
z = 1 

A(n) 

A(1) 

the expectation of u is A(n) = H'(l), so 
by differentiating witgnresPeot to zy setting 

and noting that H,(l) = 1 for all n 1.0, 

q {((m-l)v-n+l)/(mv-n+l)jA(n-1) + 
mv/(mv-n41) 

= 1 

and 

This recurrence formula computes A(n), the mean 
number of active physical components for lLn&zv. 
There is no combinatorial explosion in the 
computations, so no numerical problems arise and 
we assign r(n) = A(n)p to the service rate 
function of the composite server. As with the 
multiple server, the most appropriate queueing 
discipline for the VBIS server is PS, and here, in 
the individual components the virtual agents 
might very well be scheduled on a Round Robin 
basis - well approximated by PS, especially if the 
time quantum is small - rather than first-in- 
first-out, 

It is worth noting here that the VBIS server has a 
higher throughput than the corresponding multiple 
server formed fran the same nmber of identical 
processors. This follows because when the number 
of oustaners, n, is greater than kv for some 
integer k < m, the total service rate is at least 
(k+l),u (since k banks can accomodate at most kv 
customers). In the multiple server, the minimum 
service rate is always p for any n > 0. (In both 
cases, maximum service rate is always p.min(n,m)). 
This is consistent with the synchronous nature of 
the VBIS server as opposed to the asynchronous 
multiple server. The parallel server 
configuration with the maximum throughput is the 
multi-server in which m servers operate in 
parallel with a single shared queue, and customers 
are served FCFS by s available component. The 
service rate of the canposite server for this 
subnetwork is clearly np if n<m and m,u if n>m. 
When vcl, the VBIS server is clearly equivalent to 
the multi-server (subject to ncm), and it can be 
seen that A(n) = n from the recurrence formula. 
(Con;t;;r B(n)=A(n)/(m-n) so that 

= B(n-1) 4 m/{(m-n)(m-n+l)} = n/(m-n) ). 

2.4 Alternative Derivation - for Independent 
Parallel Servers 

ALICE is a graph reduction machine, i.e. it 
conceptually operates by manipulating expression 
graphs. Each node on a graph is represented in 
the machine by a packet which contains an 
identifier field, an operator (or function) field 
a number of argwnent fields and some control 
fields. For example, the expression f(x+l,g(x)) 
oan be represented in a packet form as shown in 
Figure 4. 

The multiple server result can also be derived via f and g here are functions defined in the user 
a similar recurrence relation for A(n), taking program and 4 is a built-in operator. If x above 

care to consider configurations rather #an 
arrivals. A new custauer can be added to a queue 
of length q in q41 different positions, so that 
(for example) the total nunber of positions in all 
queues for the nthxaner is m+n-1 . This leads 
to the reourrence relation for 

Van = Pr(a servers busy I 
total nunber of custaners = n) 

= ~~~:~~I 
{cm-a+l)/(nnn-111 4 
a+n-l)/(mtn-111 

Fran this, the mean nunber of busy servers, 
conditional on n oustaners in total is easily 
shown to be mn/(m+n-1) as in Section 2.2 by the 
method of Section 2.3. 

3. Performance Analysisof the ALICEmachine 

3.1 Outline of the Principles of Operation 

ALICE (Applicative Language Idealised Computing 
Engine) is a parallel canputer architecture 
designed at Imperial College, [DR81]. It is 
currently being prototyped by International 
Computers Limited prior to being cast in VLSI. 
The machine has the unususl property that (sic) 
its performance can be increased by simply adding 
processors - by virtue of the fact that the 
processors are organised as hanogeneous sets 
operating asynchronously. The machine 
architecture is shown in Figure 3. Performance 
modelling is important in the development of this 
architecture to guide the design of first the 
prototype (which can be used for model validation 
once built) and then the VLSI machine itself. 

Figure 3: The ALICE Machine Physical Architecture 
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(packet m) has a value of 4, say, then the machine 
can process packet j and rewrite it to the value 
5. This may trigger further computation in packet 
i if i requires the value of packet j to be known 
before its computation can proceed. The same 
arglnaent applies to packet k. 

Figure 4: An Example Expression 

Referring back to Figure 3, the rewriting of 
packets is done by the Packet Rewrite Units 
(PRUS). The packets themselves are stored in a 
distributed packet pool formed by a number of 
Packet Management Units (PMUs). The PRUs and PMUs 
communicate via an interconnection network which 
is assumed initially to be full crossbar switch. 
In the machine, the PRUs are paired together and 
share communication controllers for the network. 
Information is received from the network through a 
shared input External Request Unit (ERU in). 
Information is transmitted through the network via 
a shared output ERU (ERU out) which contains a DMA 
controller. Each PMU has a direct input link from 
the network and has associated with it one output 
ERU which also oontains a DMA controller. 

One 'master' COPY of each function definition 
(i.e. the expression representing the function 
body) is held in the distributed packet store. 
Further copies of these definitions can be cached 
within store local to any PRU. When a rewrite is 
to be attempted by a PRU, this cache is examined 
by its associated Function Definition Checker 
(FDC) which first inspects the arriving packet to 
see which function definition it will require. If 
the cache does not contain the necessary 
definition, then the 'master copy1 is fetched in 
fran the appropriate PMU in fixed-size blocks, and 
the rewrite is suspended until the whole 
definition is available. In order to prevent the 
PRU frau becoming idle waiting for external 
communications to complete, each physical PRU 
supports a nmber of virtual PRUs (VPRUs or 
virtual agents). Whilst communication to or from 
one VPRU is taking place, another VPRU can be 
scheduled and run on the same physical PRU. Each 
of the components of Figure 4 is in reality an 
Inmos Transputer, appropriately microcoded (in 
occam) to perform the desired operation. 

There is also a load sharing mechanism, 
implemented by load sharing unit (LSU) processors 
on-each PRU &d PMU board,- and communicating on a 
ring network. This will eventually enable load 
sharing algorithms to be developed to optimise the 
usage of resources, for example, to maximise the 
function definition cache 'hit-rates'. For the 
present, load sharing is random, but we will also 

consider how to predict the performance which 
would result from optimum load sharing - providing 
an upper bound. 

We wish to model this system so as to determine 
its performance (as measured by overall system 
throughput, PRU and PMU utilisation etc) as we 
vary the physical and operational parameters of 
the machine (such as numbers of PMUs, PRUs, VPRUs 
etc). The total nwnber of PRU boards (two PRUs on 
each) and PMU boards is normally fixed in any 
given machine and one requirement of the model is 
to predict the proportion of PRU to PMU boards, 
and the number of VPRUs in each PRU, which give 
maximum throughput. Other predictions might 
include a graph of performance versus total number 
of processors (or boards); in the absence of any 
contention arising fran communication and 
competition for the same destination processors, 
this would be linear. 

3.2 An Abstract Model of the Architecture 

The ALICE concrete architecture is complex in that 
it consists of a large number of computing 
elements, but at the same time many of these 
elements are identical, both physically (i.e. they 
contain the same hardware components) and 
functionally (i.e. they perform the same tasks). 
We can, in fact, identify five sets of identical 
processing components, interconnected as shown in 
Figure 5. 

Notes 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

The nodes labelled ERU correspond to both 
the ERU-in and FDC components associated 
with the PRU pairs. Their service times 
reflect demultiplexing and function 
definition cache checking operations. 

The DMA nodes correspond to ERU-out 
processors and are assuned to be connected 
to the PMUs by a full crossbar 
interconnection network. A PRU may thus 
address any one of the PMU nodes 
via its oorr=onding DMA node. 

indirectly 
The nature 

of the full crossbar network means that the 
connection cannot be made if another PRU 
(via its DMA) is already connected to the 
addresed PMU. 

Similarly the DMA' nodes are assuned to be 
connected to the ERU nodes via a full 
crossbar network. 

The multi-way connections represented by the 
horizontal lines marked X and X'reflect 
the actual location of the full crossbar 
networks in the original architecture, 
although the network is not modelled 
explicity as another server type in the 
model (see below). 

3.3 The Reduced Model 

In this model, we aggregate together all nodes of 
the same type according to the methods decribed in 
Section 2, yielding a five server queueing 
network. Although such aggregation loses sane 
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Figure 5: Explicit Abstraction of the Architecture 

detail with respect to the passage of individual 
tasks, the method gives, by construction, exact 
results for aggregate measures such as throughput, 
resource utilisation, mean queue lengths, and even 
queue length probability distributions might be 
re-captured, see Section 4. 

We therefore now consider a closed queueing 
network which comprises five composite servers 
fran the two classes given in Section 2. Each PMU 
node has its own buffer with a capacity sufficient 
to accept requests from all the VPRUs in the 
wst-, i.e. the buffer ca=ever overflow and is 
effectively infinite. Thus, under random load 
sharing, PMUS are accessed with the same 
probabilities and form a homogeneous subset. They 
are therefore represented in the reduced network 
by a multiple server. Similarly, their output 
ERUs, DMA’ nodes in Figure 5, are also represented 
by a multiple server. Note that under an optimal 
load sharing strategy, an idle PMU, if one were 
available, would always be assigned to an arriving 
task, so that the reduced server would become a 
multi-server. 

Considering now the PMU nodes, any transaction 
leaving a PMU is addressed to a virtual PRU, one 
of the set within some physical PRU, which must be 
waiting for it according to the specific machine 
design. That is, the VPRU addressed is guaranteed 
to be idle. We can therefore model the PRUs in the 
reduced model as a VBIS node with parameters 2m 
(the nunber of PRUs i.e. twice the number of 
processor boards) and v (the nunber of VPRUs 
within each PRU). Note that here too, for optimal 
load sharing, the composite server would again 
reduce to a multi-server with parameter m for 
all v. 

Similarly , each ERU and DMA server is associated 
with one pair of PRUs and consists of 2v virtual 
serv er s . They are therefore both modelled as VBIS 
servers with parameters m and 2v. 

We take the queueing disciplines of the composite 
servers to be PS as discussed in Section 2, thus 
giving all the generality we need, e.g. permitting 
general service time distributions in each server. 
However, recall that for the use of composite 
servers to be valid at all, the unaggregated model 
must have the local balance property. This 

certainly ho1 ds for general service time 
distributions if all servers have PS queueing 
discipline, and for the PRUs which multiplex 
several processes, this is not an unreasonable 
assuuption. The PMU (and DMA’) nodes, however, 
operate strictly FCFS, so that for local balance 
to hold, the service time distributions must be 
negative exponential. Estimating service times in 
terms of time spent executing microcode in the 
Transputers and message lengths of the transaction 
types indicates that the shorter service times do 
occur with higher probability, so that the 
exponential assunption is at least not 
outrageously bad. At the same time, one might 
argue that when considered together, the overall 
effect of the physical PMU (and DMA’) nodes is one 
of multiplexing resources, and hence that assuuing 
PS discipline at each node individually would make 
little difference. Aggregation appears to smooth 
out many of the characteristics of the service 
time distributions, and perhaps we are appealing 
here to the illusive ‘robustness property* of 
queueing networks - the need for some rigourous 
analysis here is apparent. 

We have auitted some detail in this aggregation 
and so introduced some approximation in that, for 
example, given a particular PMU, although the 
associated DMA’ server is known, the reduced model 
assuaes that x DMA’ unit could be selected by a 
departing task. This -is-why it is difficult to 
predict in the reduced model distributions of time 
delays which require explicit routing information, 
whilst the resource-based predictions remain 
exact. 

3.3.1. Inoorporating the network -- 

In reality, the ALICE interconnection network is a 
circuit-switched multistage netuork (a “delta” 
network) consisting of a two-dimensional array of 
4x4 crossbar snitches interconnected according to 
a well defined permutation rule. Such a network 
provides the point-to-point connectivity of a 
single full-crossbar network at reduced cost 
although with potential contention not present in 
a single full-crossbar matrix CPA791. The 
representation of a delta network fn the model 
appears difficult but if we assume the network to 
be a single full-crossbar switch it is relatively 
straightforward to model the contention for the 
switch outputs by adjusting the service rates for 
each data transfer unit attached to the network. 
Let us consider a circuit-switched crossbar in 
which a channel, once established between a source 
and destination node, is kept open until all data 
trangfer between the two has completed. Let t 
(‘F 1 be the mean data transfer time once a 
channel has been established. We can then model 
the crossbar by adjusting the mean service times 
(t) to reflect the contention for the switch 
outputs, using the methods used for MPLE servers 
in Section 2.2. 

When a of the network inputs are active, the 
expected nunber of distinct network outputs 
selected is Ma/(M+a-1) (from Section 2.2). The 
average switch throughput is therefore reduced to 

i wanMacc/(M+a-1 ) 
a=1 
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where is the mean data transfer rate (e.g. the 
DMA service rate in the case of the DMA --> PMU 
connections) and wan is the probability that a of 
the servers attached to the network inputs are 
active given that there are n requests in total at 
those servers. Thus for the DMA --> PMU 
connections wan is uan and for the DMA' --> ERU 
connections it is van. 

Note that for the DMA->PMU connections, as M ->m, 
the summation reduces to A(n)p as in Section 
2.3., giving no degradation, as required. The 
same is true for n=l, whereupon w,,=l if a=1 
and 0 otherwise. 
(and xm similarly), 

Denoting {uan ! lssrn} by ln 
it is simple to write a 

progrz' to compute~sucoessively En in terms of 
En-1 for n = 2,3 ,..., 2mv. Thus an improved 
service rate can be found for the DMA servers, 
taking into account contention at the destination 
nodes (i.e. representing the full crossbar). An 
interesting property of this crossbar model is 
that as its load increases, the probabilities wan 
increase for larger a and the factors M/(M+a-1) in 
the station above decrease the service rate, 
possibly making the DMA server into the network 
bottleneck. 

Although there will be some loss of accuracy in 
assuming the network to be a full crossbar, we 
find that in this architecture the network is not 
heavily utilised and so internal contention should 
have little effect on the performance predictions. 
(In fact, if the full crossbar is replaced by full 
connectivity between each PRUs and all PMUs, the 
performance increase is of the order of only 5 to 
10%. We would expect a much smaller effect when 
replacing the full crossbar in the model with a 
delta network). Ultimately, however, a saturated 
network will determine the overall machine 
performance. 

3.4 Model Specification 

The analytical model is defined by Figure 6. 

The routing probability p is determined by the 
thitl probability, i.e. the probability that the 
function definition required to rewrite a packet 
arriving at the PRU is already in the local cache 
of the PRU. In the event of a *miss*, further 
transactions with the PMUs are necessary to load 
the cache before the VPRU is rescheduled. 

The (adjustable) parameters of the model are RI: 
the nmber of PRU boards (i.e. 2m physical PRUs), 
M: the nmber of PMU boards, v: the nunber of 
virtual agents in each PRU and N: the network 
population where N ( 2mv, or else not all 
custaners could reside in the PRUs at once. In 
our test cases, we always take N = 2mv to predict 
maximum performance. The cache hit probability is 
another parameter, but we have so far taken this 
to be unity, as will be the case in the first 
tests on the prototype which will have large 
caches. 

The basic unit of work in the model is the 
network transaction, which is a message of mean 
length 18 bytes. Corresponding to every request, 
PRU --> PMIj, a single response is returned (e.g. a 
packet), PM --> PRU, so that no new tasks are 

VBIS aggregate server 
representing m ERUs each 
with 2v virtual agents. 

VBIS aggregate server 
representing 2m physical 
PRUs each with v virtual 
agents. 

VBIS aggregate server 
representing representing 
m DMA controllers each with 
2v virtual processes. 

Multiple aggregate server 
representing M PMUs. 

Mulitple server 
representing M DMA 
controllers (PMU -> ERU). 

Figure 6: Model Structure 

created during a cycle, nor are any absorbed 
(destroyed); a fixed number of custaners merely 
cycle round the queueing network model. The 
microcode used in the processors has been analysed 
to provide the estimates for mean service times in 
the (unaggregated) PRU, PMU and ERU nodes. For 
the mean service times of the DMA and DMA' nodes, 
a similar mean processing time contribution is 
added to an estimate for mean transmission time, 
based on a serial link data rate of 20 Mbit per 
second and mean message length of 18 bytes. 

Node Type Mean Service Time Service Rate 
(MST Microseconds) (MST-' ) 

PRU 251 3984 
DMA 71 14085 

PMU 157 6369 
DMA' 60 16667 
ERU 72 13889 

Table 1: Single Component Service Rates 

The models defined by various choices of 
parameters m, v and M are solved for their qlpds 
and hence performance measures by the standard 
convolution algorithm for computing normalising 
constants, see for example [SC81 1. This is simply 
programmed, with attention paid (we thank David 
Ghan) to normalisation of the floating point 
numbers involved, and several tests have been run 
as discussed next. 

3.5 Numerical Results and Conclusions 

One prototype ALICE machine is intended to have a 
total of 40 boards in its rack, each of which can 
be either a processor (dual PRUs) or memory (PMU) 
module. The model was used primarily to predict, 
for various assignments of parameters, machine 
throughput measured in network transactions per 
second, PRU utilisation, defined by the ratio of 
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throughput to maximum PRU service rate (i.e. 
service rate of one PRU multiplied by twice the 
number of PRU boards) and the mean nuuber of 
customers in the PMU buffers. The throughput and 
utilisation curves are shown in Figures 7 and 8 
respectively. Figure 9 shows the effect of 
changing PRU service rate on throughput. Other 
resource-based performance measures are equally 
easy to compute, e.g. total queue length 
distributions at the PRUs or PMUs. 

It can be seen from Figure 7 that maximum 
throughput is obtained with around 17 PRU boards. 
Moreover, throughput continues to increase with v, 
although with diminishing returns. Given 
sufficient PRU memory, this is quite reasonable 
since overhead is associated with each VPRU (i.e. 
increases only linearly with v) and is already 
included in the individual PRU node mean service 
time; the same for any value of v. However, 
throughput is limited by the service rate of the 
physical PRUs, the upper bound being approached 
asymptotically as utilisation approaches 100%. 
The more realistic constraint is the maximum 
nunber of processes able to be accomodated in the 
PRU memory, in fact giving v 1. 8. We conclude 
that v should therefore be 8. We also note that 
as v increases, the optimal n\rmber of PRU boards 
decreases slowly - again as expected since 
increasing v when the PRUs are not fully utilised 
will increase their performance, making the PMUs 
become the network bottleneck. This is also 
evidenced when the PRU service rate is increased 
as can be seen from the sensitivity analysis graph 
of Figure 8: a 10% swing in the PRU service rate 
changes the optimum number of PRU boards by 
approximately one either way. Thus, in 
recommending the most suitable value for m in the 
40 board machine, we have proposed a value of 16 
rather than 17; this is because the most easily 
optimised component is the PRU (or rather, its 
microcode) which can be fairly easily tuned by 
code restructuring. 

It was also found that maximum throughput 
increased approximately in proportion to the 
nmber of boards, as expected with no network 
contention. By comparing the throughput of the 
system (and hence the network) with the network 
capacity, we find that the utilisation of the 
network is around 7.58, so the full crossbar 
approximation to the delta network looks good for 
the time being. 

As network overhead increases, the PRUs will 
become idle more often awaiting responses from the 
PMUS, and so optimlnn performance will be obtained 
for a larger value of v than in the absence of 
contention. 

4. Model Enhancerents and Conclusion 

4.1 Representation of Transaction Types 

A multi-class model could be used to analyse the 
behaviour of different transaction types with 
correspondingly different message lengths and 
service times. For example, a request for a 
packet to rewrite (PRU --> PMU), a packet (PMU --> 
PRU), a function definition (PMU --> FDC), a 
reference count update (PRU --> PMU). 

Another immediate and simple extension is to 
include a better representation of the function 
definition cache checking. WY certain 
transaction types pass through the cache checking 
part of the FDC node (all are processed by the 
ERU-in processor, see Figure l), which should 
therefore be modelled as a separate server. 
In a multi-class model, only customers of the 
right type would be routed this way, or in a 
single-class model, custcmers would be routed to 
it with probability equal to the visitation rate 
of customers of that type. 

4.2 Modelling the delta Network e-p 

We are currently investigating an analytical model 
of the delta network. In the mean time it may be 
possible to use simulation to predict the network 
throughput for a given population and then use the 
implied service rate function at the DMA and DMA1 
servers. 

However, if a single delta network is used (with 
PRUs and PMUs having input and output links to the 
same network) there will be interference between 
PRU->PMU requests and PMU->PRU requests (because 
of the internal contention in the delta network) 
leading to *blocking* in the model. A solution 
to this is to use only one combined server to 
represent the DMA and DMA* nodes together. This 
would require a multi-class model to explicitly 
distinguish requests generated by the PRU and PMU 
nodes. Perhaps a more satisfactory set-up (also 
from the point of view of the architecture) is to 
use two independent networks: one for PRU->PMU 
communication and one for PMU->PRU communication. 
(This assunes, of course, that PRU->PRU and 
PMU->PMU communication is not required.) 

4.3 Load Sharing 

Load sharing algorithms are concerned with the 
distribution of work amongst the PRUs and packets 
amongst the PMUs. In the present model, the load 
sharing is random, giving a lower bound which any 
new algorithm should better. An upper bound on the 
performance obtainable by any algorithm can be 
found by replacing all composite servers by multi- 
servers, as noted in Section 2, and this has 
indicated that throughput would increase by some 
25%. The smallness of this improvement is not 
really surprising in view of the good level of 
sharing achieved by a relatively large number of 
parallel processors, operating independently and 
asynchronously, but perhaps even more so because 
of the small grain of the workload - the rewriting 
of one function's defining expression. The 
smaller the grain, the larger the number of 
(small) work units spread (randomly) across the 
components of the machine, and the less likely 
these are to be idle. (At the same time the 
smaller the grain the higher the communication 
overheads, suggesting perhaps a large-grain 
architecture is more efficient, but this is 
another issue.) 

4.4 Cache Size vs. Multiprocessing Level --- 

The effect of the function cache hit rate is 
represented by the parameter p which we has thus 
far taken to be 1. It would olearly be simple to 
make predictions for any vslue of p which could be 
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estimated in terms of cache store size (of which 
it is an increasing function). However, 
increasing cache store size must ultimately be at 
the expense of the nmber of virtual agents which 
can be supported in the Tranaputers' memory. 
Thus, for a given total memory size, we have a 
decreasing function V(p) for the optimum (i.e. 
maximum) multiprocessing level, v. Since 
throughput increases with both v and p, its graph 
against v (or p) should show a more marked peak. 

4.5 Queue Lengths at Individual Machine Components 

Finally, we look at the possibility of recapturing 
some of the queue length information lost in the 
aggregation process, i.e. the distribution of 
queue length at each component making up a 
composite server. Let the servers in an 
aggregated subnetwork be numbered 1,2,... ,m, then 
for liig, in the notation of Section 2, 

Pr(Ni=k) = 2 Pr(Ni=k f 
nl0 

Ni=n)Pr(N;=n) 

The term Pr(N;=n) is what is computed by the 
reduced, composite server model. For multiple 
servers, all states n with the same fixed 
~ll-s.lnM and such that n,+ 
same equilibrium probability. 

*&+$I = n have the 
, with obvious 

abbreviation of notation, 

P(kln) = m+n-k-2Cn,k/P)tn-'Cn 

This again follows by ball-in-bag arguments, the 
numerator being the nuzber of ways of placing (the 
other) n-k balls in (the remaining) m-l bags. Now, 
the normalising constant, Gmn, for the short- 
circuited subnetwork of m servers with population 
n is equal to m+n-lC 
written as G,, n-k 3; and qac;ck I;;,~;,,;; 

constant can be combuted gt standard methods, e.g. 
[BlJ73], giving no numerical problems. A similar 
analysis can be applied to VBIS servers, noting 
that the maximum number of customers in any bank 
is v, its number of virtual agents. 

These results might eventually also lead to 
methods for computing (approximately) the 
distribution of time delays experienced by 
particular tasks, for example by considering the 
dependencies between successive pairs of queues in 
their paths, as in [HA86]. 

5. ConcludingReparks 

To s-arise, what we have done is to present a 
methodology for modelling the type of homogeneous 
parallel architectures currently being designed 
for new generation machines, and to illustrate its 
application in performance prediction with a case 
study. The development of the work is at an 
interesting stage in that there will be a real 

machine against which to validate in the very near 
future. Moreover, sane improvements can be made 
relatively easily to make the model more 
representative of the physical architecture, and 
so improve its accuracy, based on results already 
derived (see the previous section). There are also 

some interesting, more fundamental theoretical 
problems to solve, most notably the development of 
an analytical model of the delta network. 
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